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There is something very magical about the 
transformation of things and objects, especially 
for young children. 

A  child notices or observes something and 
begins to wonder about it, then, if possible, he 
instinctively begins trying to understand its 
meaning through the senses - taste, touch, 
smell, hearing, sight.  This is the childʼs way of 
knowing, understanding and making meaning 
of the world. The process of understanding is 
reframing, transforming, or making sense of the 
experience in some new way when given the 
right tools or media. This leads to their seeing 
through “new eyes.” They begin to appreciate 
its beauty and nuances this relationship leads 
to an empathy of the new being or thing that 
they have transformed.

This deeper level of understanding causes the child 
to develop a new perspective, new knowledge or 
learning.
 
This level of understanding is often found in the work of 
fine artists -- work that will often take years or even a 
lifetime to craft or develop. 
    
This semester-- through our curriculum -- we have 
observed closely this concept transformation as it 
unfolds in the thinking mind of the child and the 
children. This transformation has awakened new 
knowledge and learning for our community. It has 
caused new ideas to surface around our environment 
as found in nature.  Within this context of learning 
(using the natural environment as our curriculum) we 
find some key learning dispositions quickly coming, to 
the forefront of the childrenʼs work: the advocating of 
ones ideas, having them think creatively or outside the 
box (beyond facts), the construction and building of 
ideas with each other (peers), collaboration, deepening 
their understandings or theories using media -- new 
and/or familiar media (i.e. photography, natural 
materials,etc), making new connections to often familiar 
and/or new found environments/spaces (on the school 
campus). Photos taken by the children
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Our curriculum is much like opening the 
chapters of a book.  Each chapter involves  
episodes or encounters that stand on their 
own (chapters).  However to make sense of 
what the book is about one must read the 
book in its entirety in order to understand the 
story and its context. 

Throughout our work using the natural 
environment as our curriculum, we find a 
cycle emerging. 

A cycle that has at its core a foundational 
basis for learning. What are the components 
for this cycle? It begins with an awareness or 
a sensitivity to seeing what is there —> this 
leads to emerging theories, interpretation & 
reflection —> which causes the child to 
understand and build upon her knowledge of 
the media —> this in turn causes the child to 
re-interpret her knowledge of the media —> 
all this leads to the child's use of the media to 
reinvent or form new theories or hypotheses.  

Where are we in this cycle at the end of the 
semester? 

We find the children are re-interpreting the 
environment. Using the provocation or 
problem of “transforming of a space”,  the 
children are now “learning”, using their prior 
knowledge in the cycle in order to re-invent/
transform the space though their knowledge 
of the media. 

How did this learning unfold? How did the 
transformation of a space deepen their 
knowledge and understanding of a familiar 
media?

Lets look!

As seen at the left these photo’s are all of the 
same space, yet each with its own 
perspective.Photos taken by the children



Elemental awareness
In the very beginning of our classes together, my 
goals with the children were to have them work 
with the materials that the children last year had 
left for them to use.  These materials were very 
open-ended and allowed for creativity and 
innovative ideas.

The materials from the previous years were 
mosaic pieces, and I shared with the children last 
yearʼs kindergartens journey and work with 
compositional materials.  I offered many types of 
provocations to familiarize and help the children 
build relations to the materials.  
I offered time and space for children to work 
independently, together, as a class, with one 
material, types of materials, i.e,. just metal, or just 
translucent, with the child's choice of materials. 
Many different ways of provocating with many 
different types of compositions.  

Out of these experiences, the children began to 
learn to talk about and reflect on their work, what 
things where meaningful, what made a good 
composition, what materials were preferred and 
why.  The children also learned important 
strategies of how to work together, communicate, 
and discuss. In one discussion, the children 
reflected on what they enjoyed about the 
materials-color, transparency, translucency, 
shape, line, and texture.  

All very meaningful elements of art.  
With these words I  began to shift the curriculum 
to their community, their school environment. 



learning how to see

I provoked the children with the use of digital 
media to find these elements outside in their 
school environment.  Over several class 
periods the children searched for and took 
photos of these things.  

The idea was  for the children to begin to see 
their worlds in a new way, or sensitize their 
eyes to seeing color, line, shape, and texture. 
It also offered to the children time to engage, 
see, explore, learn about their school 
environment and community, to see beyond 
themselves.



Reflection and 
interpretation
As the children sifted through the 
hundreds of photographs that they had 
taken as a group, the children began to 
interpret why they had taken these 
photos.  I asked the children to look 
past the content of the photo and think 
about the essence of what they were 
looking at.  The children in each group 
began to see similarities in what they 
had photographed.  The idea behind 
this reflection was to have the children 
interpret, name, and understand some 
of the nuances that they had been 
capturing, to further their 
understanding, and to build more 
knowledge.

Mondayʼs Atelier: observed that they 
had taken a lot of photos  of reflections.  
The content was nature reflected on a 
human-made surface.  Within reflection, 
they noticed different types of 
reflections with different qualities; 
“bending reflections, see-through 
reflections, bright reflections, color line 
reflections, and foggy reflections.”  All 
analyzed, interpreted, and named by 
the children.

The children tag their photoʼs with 
their ideas.



Tuesdayʼs Atelier:
observed that they had taken a lot of 
photos through things that almost framed 
the picture in a new way, making more 
than one picture.  They named the lines 
you couldn't see through as “closed lines” 
and the ones you could see through as 
“open lines” or ”open shapes.” They also 
noticed that a lot of there photos 
backgrounds were out of focus or 
distorted, so they named and interpreted 
this as “clear”, “medium”,or “really 
distorted.”

Wednesdayʼs atelier:
Shadows dominated their photoʼs.  They 
observed that shadows had varying 
degrees of color, some 
being,”transparent”, “translucent”, 
“darkness shadows.”  All with different 
degrees of shade depending on how 
much you could see through the shadow 
itself. They also noticed that the shadow 
could look like many different things....

Thursdayʼs atelier: group observed light 
and shadow in their photographs.  They 
noticed how some light looked “white,” 
like the plant was holding it, while some 
light was “see-through,” or seemed to go 
through things.  They also named and 
identified “shade white light,” and “shade 
dark light.”

Through these photographs, the 
children were made aware of  the 
nuances of light, shadow, distortion, 
reframing, and reflection in a new way.  
With these new  understandings, the 
children again went out to shoot 
photographs.



Media-understanding new knowledge, relationships, learning 
connections/reflections

Elements of light,shadow, distortion, reframing, reflection all transform and effect 
there environment in some way.  This is what each atelier group had 
discovered.  

Taking these new understandings into consideration, I tossed a new 
provocation to the children.  
Using materials, could they create these same nuances,i.e., different types of 
distortion, or different types of light or shadows?  
Could these elements become a media, and if so, what would the children need 
to know to understand how to manipulate and use them to create work?

Within each group, the children were given many experiences to investigate, 
hypothesize, come to conclusions, build aesthetic relationships to material and 
environment, and continue to work together and construct ideas together.  
These material provocations provided different ways to interact and new ways 
to synthesize what they were seeing, i.e. they identified “white light” but what 
would they need to create it.



Within these experiences, 
the children discovered 
many more complex 
ideas. The tools/materials 
allowed for a further 
complexed relationship to 
form and the camera 
provided a way to 
document and record their 
work.

The children used 
reflection drawings to 
ponder what they had 
discovered and further 
think about new 
strategies and new ways 
of manipulating 
materials.



Material Compositions (all pictures taken 
by kindergartners)



Beginning Transformations
As the children became experts at using these materials, the children 
reflected on which materials worked well and created the effects they 
wanted to achieve.  I also began to share with each group what the other 
groups were doing and had them reflect on what they observed and what 
interested them about the other groupsʼ work and discoveries.  I tossed 
another provocation: could the children with this knowledge of materials 
now transform a space?  

The children began this provocation with making a list of materials that 
they would use in the space, and then a study of the space itself.  The 
children observed, felt, smelled, listened to, and discussed the space, 
what elements  they would transform, and drew pictures of what they 
would use and how it would work.  Each groups interest they would be 
transforming the same space, resulting in different amazing perspectives 
of the same content.



In the past few weeks, the children have had their first experiences transforming this space, 
following their original plans that they drew.  They have now begun to devise better strategies 
using the materials and have made reflection drawings on what didnʼt work and what they will 
now use next time to achieve the transformation that they intend 

As this semester comes to a close, I reflect on just how much this group of children 
themselves have transformed through these experiences together their growth, awareness, 
aesthetic awareness, empathy, knowledge and view of the world.  Amazing!

An example of the childrenʼs 
learning and work with 
materials.  This child's original 
idea was to shoot the light with 
many mirrors into the tree to 
transform it.  After many ways of 
trying to position the mirrors in 
the tree and then with props, he 
discovered that the dvd itself 
also reflected light, and it is 
lighter in weight than the heavy 
mirrors.  He then shifted his idea 
to use the base of the screen to 
hold many dvdʼs thus creating 
more ways to reflect the light into 
the tree.  He realized the base of 
the screen was too flimsy, so he 
switched to his last idea of using 
the plexiglass.  This cleverness 
and determination is a great 
example of how the children are 
strategizing with this 
transformation provocation
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